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‘Athome’onafamilyskivacation
B Y K A RI BODNARCHUK | GL OBE CORRESPONDENT

SUN PEAKS — Our daughter, Grace, shuffled away from
the top of the beginner Platter Lift, pointed her skis down
hill, and took off. The sun had set and the dark path was on
ly partially lighted by houses along one side. After several
ski lessons here, Grace knew the way and swooshed along,
unfazed by the darkness, the pitch, or the sharp turn part
way down the hill.
“Aren’t you supposed to do the pizza wedge?” I said, ac
celerating to keep up, and referring to a maneuver that
keeps the skis moving more slowly and controlled.
“Oh, Mom, pizza is for stopping, not for skiing,” said
Grace, 4½.
I watched her zip along, confidently steering around a
fallen skier, balancing on the sharp turn, and coming to a
controlled stop at the bottom using her pizza wedge.
“I want to stay here forever,” she said, heading back to

A view from the
top of Tod
Mountain
(above). The
village
architecture at
Sun Peaks Ski
Resort is in the
style of the
southern Alps.
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URUGUAY

Jet set, tourists share
posh place in the sun
By Claudia Capos
GLOBE CORRESPONDENT

PUNTA DEL ESTE — A
steady rhythm pulsates
through Brava Beach, a sun
drenched sur fers’ haven
along the Atlantic
Ocean.Such heavy percussion
in January, the height of the
summer season in the South
ern Hemisphere, usually sig
nals the kickoff of the Inter
national Jazz Festival or the
onset of Carnaval. But this is

Brava Beach
gets its
nickname
“Beach of the
Fingers” from
the sculpture of
cement fingers
seeming to rise
from under the
sand.

different.
The persistent pounding
emanates from the future site
of the $100 million Trump
Tower, the first signature
building commissioned in
South America by real estate
magnate Donald Trump.
Completion of the 25story
luxury condominium project
with apartments priced up to
$3 million is slated for 2016.
Trump is not the only de
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Inside
YELLOWSTONE
Geysers and wildlife
in park’s slow season.

SWITZERLAND
Delightful quietude
at a St. Moritz find.

ST. JOHN
A true ecostay
on the island’s tip.

JAMAICA PLAIN
Eat, shop, and more
in the neighborhood.

SALEM
Tour the trophy
houses of yore.
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